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      13 STEP PARTY-by fabulous Tiffany & Jen 

1. WELCOME GUESTS AS THEY ARRIVE 
Do Satin Hands on the GUESTS! *For your Hostess only have a NEW Deluxe Brush Set;)) At the 
Hostess’s seat have samples (eye liner, mini mascara, lip liner, lipstick) in a goodie bag if this is 
her second appointment. For makeup clinic If you have full-size demo brush sets, those are at 
every seat. Disposables will be passed as needed depending what theme class it is. Remember 
we always start with skincare regardless if you are doing a makeup clinic. Talk fast and keep 
smiling!!  
 

2. THANK EVERYONE 
a. Have guests fill out the front of the customer profile card as they are arriving. Once everyone is 

seated ask: How do your hands feel? What you just experienced is called the Satin Hands which 
is 3 pieces. 1st step was the softener, which is an emollient that is great for very dry skin and 
won’t clog pores, can be used on heels, elbows, eczema, psoriasis, 2nd step is the scrub- which 
takes off all the dead skin, and it’s also a soap which awesome cause you’re getting pampered 
but you now also have clean hands to touch your face. This may be used 2-3x week as a scrub. 
3rd best hand cream, it gives you 24 hours of moisture and lasts through washes. This set is 
awesome for gifts  

 
b. Thank Hostess for having party and opening up her home 
c. Thank Guests for coming 

 
d. Say: “This is the first of 2 APPOINTMENTS: Our Hostess,  selected the 

___________ Party TODAY and is receiving her Exclusive__________ FREE TODAY just for 
hosting! When you book in the next 4 weeks YOU will receive this Exclusive__________ at your 
own party! [Insert whatever hostess gift you are promoting] She is getting TRIPLE HOSTESS 
CREDIT, which includes a SHOT at $200 of FREE products, an unlimited 50% off Shopping Spree, 
and a chance at a FREE brush collection, and you can too. Show hostess program & pass it around 
so all can see. ____ has already earned some of her SHOT at $200! And wait ‘til you see the 
brushes. Take 1, Take 2, or Take all 3... you can choose. 

 
3. HAVE EVERYONE INTRODUCE THEMSELVES 

(Ask: “What do you do when you are not here being Beautiful? Tell me about you.”  “What 
tip would you like to learn today?” & did you ever try Mary Kay before?)  
So you know what to expect from our fun time together we have a couple of Games which you’ll 
earn tickets for every question or comment and a raffle at the end, so you will want to participate. 
 
 This is the 1st of 2 appointments, tonight is skincare & your 2nd appt is makeup, which we also do 
a check up from the neck up to make sure everything is working well. That is also the time that I 
like to tweek if anything needs tweeking. Please communicate with me with any concerns since 
your happiness is my mission, and to ease your mind 
 
 Even though everything is trial and error, just like when you go to the dermatologist we have 5 
skincare lines so there is something right for everyone. We at Mary Kay believe in satisfaction 
guarantee. (tell them to look on bottom of WL) stand by our products As you see on the 
bottom of your wish list we have a satisfaction guarantee.   
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 At your 2nd appt you will also have the option of sharing it with your friends. (show the 2nd apt 

goodie bag to pass around). Today we will be trying our awesome Skincare that is anti-aging 
 
and is called the MIRACLE SET 3D. Why you ask? Well it’s called a miracle for a reason, you 
will see amazing results in a short period of time & will feel a difference even tonight eakk. 
 
The best part is it’s made with busy people in mind. It’s only 3 steps which is as little as 2 min. in 
the morning and night. After we will create a Flawless Finish and give a makeup tip.  
 
You are going to hear about this incredible company & there will be exclusive Steals and Deals 
just available tonight for you if you want to take advantage, and when you choose to shop with 
me you will receive another great gift, I LOVE spoiling my customers.  
 
We will wrap up with a fun Survey and a Private Consult to help get you exactly what YOU want 
which is when we will And set up YOUR party. I have Goodie Bag for each of you, so don't leave 
without getting your FREEBIES!  
 

4. TELL YOUR “I-STORY” (write notes in below) I don’t want us to be strangers, so a little 
about me… Show your pictures from your marketing notebook 

 What you did prior to Mary Kay? Or your day job now: 
 Why you said yes to Mary Kay originally: 
  
What might have held you back from saying yes: 

Your biggest victory so far in Mary Kay:  
What your NEW goal is with the company - seeing 100 Faces, earning your Career Car, 
promoting yourself to the Top 2% and 300% pay raise. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ ___________________________ 

 

 
Transition: “Mary Kay always said that there is at least 1 person at every party that would be a  
great consultant, so throughout the party watch what I do and think if this could be you!” 
I’m looking for 3 types of women: 

1. CLIENTS that love our products and a great deal 
2. Women that want to book a party and get FREE PRODUCTS 
3. Women who are looking for extra money, something fun or even want to change their lives 

 
5. START FACIALS  
Show Skin Care pages if using flip chart 

 
Have guests wet their entire face with water and ask them to do the rest of the products including 
the cleanser on only half their face so they can see and feel a difference at the end. Remind 
everyone that they are 
booking their own second class to learn new techniques and products and earn TRIPLE CREDIT. 
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[We use ALL products on half the face to demonstrate the 
difference.] 

TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ 4-in-1 Cleanser & 
Skinvigorate Brush 
 
This multitasking cleanser is a 4 in 1 product- it removes 
dirt, tones, exfoliates the pores &  brightens- it’s anti 
aging so it will reveal younger skin- and it is used morning 
and night. I always get so excited when I discuss this 
cleanser, cause your getting 4 products for the price of 1. 
And let’s not forget about our skinvigorate brush that is 
waterproof and using with the cleanser will take off 85% 
more of your makeup then using your hands. 
 (show them the back of the box)  
 

 
 
 
• Dermatologist-tested.  
• Suitable for sensitive skin and oil free. 
• Fragrance free and Hypoallergenic. 
 

        Non-comedogenic so it will NOT clog pores.  
Mention not mixing skin care brands “chemical warfare” 
we never sell a cleanser without a moisturizer cause they 
might have a reaction with another product from another 
company 
 
Clear Proof® Deep-Cleansing Charcoal Mask 
This triple-action clay mask acts like a magnet to deep-
clean pores. This mask does not peel off and stretch out 
your pores but simply rinses off.  
• Good housekeeping Seal of Approval and clinically shown to absorb excess oil and reduce 

shine. 
Extracts of rosemary and peppermint gives it a cooling sensation. 

• Made with activated charcoal which absorbs double its weight in impurities. 
this Mask contains honeysuckle and navy bean extracts shown to target the appearance         
of skin discoloration. 
 PUT ON WITH THE BRUSH ON HALF THE FACE, while it is drying go into Marketing,        
can be used 3x a week 

 

Eye Make-Up 
Remover 

BEFORE CLEANSING, USE 
REMOVER ON EYES. THIS 
CONDITIONS YOUR LASHES AS 
THE SILICON AND WATER 
REMOVE ANY PRODUCTS, EVEN 
WATERPROOF.  
 
DO YOU KNOW HOW LONG IT 
TAKES TO GROW A LASH?  
ANSWER: 9 MONTHS. 

Order of 
Application 

1. EYE MAKEUP REMOVER 
2. CLEANSER- HALF FACE 
3. CHARCOL MASK-HALF F.  
4. SATIN LIPS 
5. MICRODERM 1 ON HAND 
6. PORE MINIMIZER ON 

HAND 
7. DAY CREAM OR 
8. NIGHT CREAM- HALF F. 
9. EYE CREAM- ONE EYE 
10. FOUNDATION PRIMER-HF 
11. CC CREAM-HF FIRST 
12. UNDER EYE CORRECTOR 

 
NEW PARTY HERE OR DASH 

13. CREAM EYE COLOR 
14. BRONZER 
15. MASCARA 
16. LIP GLOSS 
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6. START MARKETING 
 

MRS CAB or SHARING NOTEBOOK 
Share the marketing that is most comfortable for you. 
Get your REFERRALS here too (Your GUEST LIST)  
 

“Now we are going to play a game as our masks dry, Who wants to earn more tickets? (tell them 
to take the Fabulous Referral sheet or Beauty TIC TAC TOE sheet or back of profile card) and 
grab your cell phones -cause cheating is allowed (giggle) This is your GUEST LIST for your own 
TRIPLE CREDIT earning PARTY. There are spaces to write as many as 9, 15, 20 or 27 
names/numbers of those who you think would enjoy a free facial and lesson!  

 Who do you know that works way too hard, puts everyone before herself, and DESERVES to treat 
herself? I’ll give you 2 minutes to do this and for every name you give you get 1 ticket & whoeve  r 
fills her sheet FIRST gets DOUBLE TICKETS, and the MOST REFERRALS- more than the spaces 
gets TRIPLE tickets for each extra name!” (*time 2 min) Then Play music and start cleaning up 
 
 BOTANICALS REFRESHING TONER 
   After the charcoal is dried wash it off and on a cotton swab put toner to take off the residue &           
close up the pores. 
       
       SATIN LIPS  

Treat your lips to the ultimate two-step system that gently exfoliates and moisturizes your lips. 
a. Satin Lips® Lip sugar scrub with effectively exfoliates dead surface skin cells. 
b. Satin Lips® Lip Balm moisturizes lips for at least six hours with shea butter. 

 
  [We do it on the back of one hand so she can feel what her face will feel like when used in the shower] 

Microdermabrasion- Sands of Florida!!!  
This is an exfoliator that we use 2-3x a week in the shower after cleanser- This is the product  
that sold me on selling Mary Kay! If you were to get Microdermabrasion done in a spa or doctors 
office it will cost you anywhere from $99 to $300 and only 1 session, where here you get to do it in 
the comfort of your home and will only cost  $1.50 a use. Which will last around 50 uses. 
A little goes a LONG way!  
 
Step 1: Refine – It’s a gentle exfoliator, but the results are AWESOME!! The Key exfoliating 
crystals immediately energize skin and reveal more radiant, healthy-looking skin. Helps even out 
your skin, especially with acne scarring 
 
Step 2: Pore Minimizer - Nourishes the soft, smooth-feeling skin revealed by Step 1 by 
putting back the moisture & if you want smaller looking pores this is the product for you.  
Creates significantly looking smaller pores. 

• Oil- and fragrance-free. 
• Clinically tested for skin irritancy and allergy. 
• Hypoallergenic. Non-comedogenic (will not clog pores).
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   TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ Day Cream SPF 30 Broad Spectrum Sunscreen** 
Formulated to help protect against future damage and to help existing be less noticeable. 
[We like to show this on the back of one hand so she can experience the difference if night.] 
In addition to working as an antioxidant* to help neutralize free radicals on skin as 
all TimeWise® Miracle Set 3D™ products do, it re-energizes skin’s natural, youthful glow and 
helps improve the look of fine lines and wrinkles. This non-greasy, quick-absorbing cream 
moisturizes for 12 hours. Skin feels nourished and looks more vibrant throughout the day.  
 

• Formulated to help minimize skin reaction to external irritants. 
• Works as an antioxidant to neutralize free radicals 
• Helps protect against skin-aging UVA/UVB damage with broad spectrum SPF30. 
• Non-comedogenic so it won’t clog pores. Suitable for sensitive skin. 

• Targets fine lines and wrinkles. 
• Hydrates skin for up to 12 hours. And it can be reapplied over makeup and penetrate to skin. 
• Does come in non-SPF formula. 

 
TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ Night Cream 
[We like to show this on the back of one hand so she can experience the difference if day.] Remind 
everyone that they are booking their own Custom Clinic, and they can try more products at that 
time as well. This night cream delivers a bedtime boost of antioxidants & repairs all the damage 
that we have done in the past all while we sleep. Derma The night cream re-energizes skin’s 
natural, youthful glow and helps reduce the look of fine lines and wrinkles. Moisturizes for 12 
hours. You’ll love the improvement you see each morning as skin feels rejuvenated with this 
Japanese Apricot Extract. 
 

• Helps repair skin from daily damage and reduces look of wrinkles. 
• Includes our patent-pending Age Minimize 3D™ Complex.  
• Helps soften the look of expression lines.  
• Skin feels soft and smooth and looks brighter and looks firmer and more youthful. 
• Fragrance free, oil free, and non-comedogenic. 

    TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ Eye Cream 
Ask: Does anyone know where the first sign of wrinkles are? (eye’s cause skin thinner) 
Does anyone know which is the weakest finger? (ring finger)This luxuriously rich eye cream is so 
advanced it improves firmness, brightens and provides intense moisturization for 24 hours. This 
eye cream helps improve multiple visible signs of aging and fatigue, including the appearance of 
dark circles, undereye puffiness, fine lines and wrinkles. This tissue is as delicate as a butterfly’s 
wing and our patented Algea extract works to support it. 
• Minimizes appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.  
• Targets under eye bags, puffiness and dark circles. 
• Increases skin moisture for 24hrs.** Suitable for contact lens wearers, ophthalmologist tested 

 

  Mary Kay® Foundation Primer Sunscreen Broad Spectrum SPF 15* 
This lightweight gel glides on easily to fill in imperfections and dries quickly to a matte finish to 
create the perfect canvas for a flawless foundation application that enhances foundation benefits 
and extends wear with ”Crack and Crevice Filler” 
• Oil free formula with SPF 15* is mineral-enriched to absorb oil and diffuse light to help. 
• Reduce the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles and pores. 
• When worn alone, it still provides these skin-perfecting benefits: helps even out skin texture 

and improves skin’s complexion. 
• Can be used with any Mary Kay® foundation or our CC Cream. 

 

Jennifer Levitt
NOW FEEL THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 2 SIDES OF THE FACE WITH THE BACK OF THE HANDS
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7. Booking with BRUSHES 
 Now, this is my very favorite thing. Our BRUSH COLLECTION.  Or Skinvigorate brush.  
 
And our Hostess, ______, is getting hers today for half price. Do you remember how you get it 
half price? That’s right when 2 friends book their own clinic or party this is yours for half price;) 
But better still, I want you to have it for free, do you remember how you get it absolutely FREE? 
YES! When 4 friends host their own parties this is YOURS, absolutely FREE!  

 
And if you are super excited about our DELUXE BRUSH Collection you can get an additional 
brush FREE for every party after your first four. ARE YOU NOT EXCITED? Now, ________, who 
at this table loves you a whole lot? (Look in her right eye and just keep smiling. Do NOT look 
around the table, she will do that.)  
 
(When she names someone…) Ok, and here is our Beauty Buffet, it’s got all of the Parties and 
Clinics I teach, right there. What looks like fun? What are YOU excited about? Now, when you pick 
your date in my book that is green box with no name in it please write your info there so we can be 
in touch about your party on that date. OH, Pick a goodie from my prize bag for booking your party 
(Each person booking picks a mini from my prize bag.)(pass around your planner so they can pick 
their party dates.) 
 
8. CC CREAM & UNDER EYE CORRECTOR Show CC cream and flawless finish page 
in flip chart. 
 
We’re all applying this super light-weight, which has 8 products in 1. Let me tell you all the benefits 
before we apply it with our foundation brush to the side we put primer and undereye corrector. 
(READ BELOW) it’s also swim proof, sweat proof 
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UNDER EYE CORRECTOR 
The under eye corrector is my go to product every day, it is simple Mary Kay magic. It erases dark 
circles. Just wipe a little on this disposable applicator and then dab over the purple and blue 
discoloration under your eyes, and then blend with our large liquid foundation brush for a soft 
blend. 
 

9. DASH OUT the DOOR/CUSTOM CLINIC MAKEOVER! INSERT PARTY HERE  
(You guide hostess through her makeover as your model—5 minutes) Remind everyone that they 
are booking their own Party and new things will be taught. While hostess is applying color you can 
give a few tips so the guests can learn. Now the guests do the same techniques. Using lash 
primer, brow gel, under eye corrector, bronzer, mascara, lip gloss for Dash Out the Door, or color 
cards. 
 
10. COMPLIMENT TIME & CLOSING OF THE EYES: Go around the table and ask 
everyone: What do you love most about your skin? What do you love most about your look? What 
did you learn? What are you excited to try at your PARTY? Now even though we did some makeup 
tonight I want to take you back to what is important-SKINCARE. Remember just like when you paint 
your walls we always prime first so that the paint goes on well, same thing with our makeup. I want 
everyone to close their eyes… (reference page in flipchart) recap the products before going into 
specials of how it’s only 2 min. in the morning and 2 min. at night and how it took longer today since 
you were talking. I even like to mimick the washing of my face to show them how simple 
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11. CLOSING SHEET WITH SPECIALS 
 SO WHO WANTS TO HEAR ABOUT OUR SPECIALS EXCLUSIVLY TO YOU   
ALL AT THIS CLASS?  
 
Say: THE BEST DEAL in the ROOM today is the STARTER KIT which is Option #1 
THE OPPORTUNITY AND STARTER KIT 
.(-Have a color copy of Starter Kit and Owning your Own Business. -Color copy of Power of Reorders 
-I have these out on table thru whole party. Review all products in kit.) 
SHOW the NEW TEAM BUILDING BROCHURE and leave paper agreements in middle of table. 
Share YOUR GOAL or Unit GOAL & how you are looking for women that love people, love our 
products, value our priorities of G-d first, family 2nd, and then making money- believe in the 
Golden Rule, will work to increase their financial situation, love to help others WIN, who are 
teachable/coachable and willing to learn. Show the brochure: STARTER KIT (how to get 
started), CAREER PATH (how to move up), CARS (options)! These visual are great! 
Say: lets talk about the DEALS and STEALS which is Option #2  
(tell them to turn over their wish lists to see the closing sheet) 
SHOW your ROLL UP BAG full (pockets come off, hangs, waterproof, dishwasher safe etc.) 
If using laminated sheets - Have guests put their name on their sheet with dry erase markers.   
Walk them through each set and have them circle which set they want to start with today. If no 
sheets, have them write directly on their sales ticket.) 
 

SAY: This amazing Roll Up Bag retails for $35.00 which you can buy, but honestly I would like to 
give it to you FREE. How you ask- Well Here are the Steals and Deals to help you!! When you 
choose any  4 sets this amazing ROLL UP BAG is yours for FREE! (go through set A,B,C & make 
them pick which one they would like to start with today. Then continue to the rest.). 

 
Our Hostess can take an UNLIMITED 50% off Shopping Spree when 5 of you shop today in 
addition to any of her Hostess Credits, and when you book and date your Custom Clinic or Facial 
with Friends in the next 4 weeks, YOU can receive your half price Shopping Spree at YOUR Party. 
12. LOVE YOUR OPINION Forms 

In a really excited voice say: Ooh, oohh, I totally forgot I got one more thing for you guys to earn 
more tickets before the drawings.  
Have guests fill out form completely and pick them up and do a door prize drawing, unless you 
are just giving out tickets! 

Count tickets for any games and gift prize for most tickets.  
Or if using two piece tickets do a drawing now. 
PRIZES NEEDED: 
1 Enhanced Brush Collection for hostess or skinvigorate brush 
Second appointment goodie bag that you pass around everytime you say 2nd appt 
Minis wrapped and gifted to each future hostesses – given at time or at their party 
1 prize for most Gift of Beauty referrals- given at time (or tickets) 
1 prize for drawing of love your opinion forms (or tickets) 
1 prize drawn from tickets or to the most tickets 
We are all going to a have a chance to shop and I like to cash out individually, I never let my Mama 
see what I am spending. So, bring your wishlist/closing sheet, sales tickets, opinion form, and profiles 
with you. And even if you don’t think you are purchasing tonight, remember I have a goodie bag for 
everyone and an extra gift for those who DO shop tonight. I will see you in the other room. Who needs 
to go home first? 
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 13. CLOSING INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATION: *MOST IMPORTANT!!! 
I leave my Roll-Up filled with current collection demos for them to try on the table, and the 
hostess can put refreshments out, and you can put a Mary Kay Marketing video on if you 
want. Take a look at her answers that she circled on her closing sheet 
 
Ask: Did you have a great time?  
What was your favorite product that we tried?  
Look to see what set she circled and ask her: So ______ I see you circled (A,B,C) set, Is 
this the set you would like to take home today? Ok great!! We’ll you only need ___ more 
sets to get the roll up bag free, would you like to go for the roll up bag and choose a set 
from the bottom?   After you close the sale you then move on to confirming her second 
appt & then signing her or asking her to listen to a marketing to be entered into a drawing. 
 

 

a. First Sell--guests what they want to take home (say: Ok, what else?) 
 

b. Second Book--the guest for her Custom Clinic/Facial with Friends  
 

Are you in my datebook? Great. (if not, help her to follow link.) What date did you select 
for your Party? Oh, great. And what Clinic are we doing? And best place to text? 
 
And if she has not done so, help her select a date in the next 4 weeks.  
Now say, Do you prefer a weeknight or weekend? *always give 2 options and select a 
date/time) Then give hostess packet and make sure she has her  booking gift 
and mark down date of party! Confirm her in your Calendar. 

 
c. Third Sign—Look over her opinion form. If a C or D on her form: (see below)  

 
If a B on her form: SAY: “I see you put a B on your form…” (see below)  

 
If a A on her form: SAY: “I see you put a A! YAY! I’m so excited for you to join 
me!!” Give her the agreement to fill out and ask her what she is most excited 
about! 
 

*If a B, C, or D is considering joining but wants more questions/concerns answered 
THEN schedule training/follow up call or coffee with your Sales Director within 24-48 
hours or attend weekly event, which you can pick her up for, if it is next 48 hours. 

 

AIP!!! How to have AIP (agreement in purse!) at the end of the PARTY!!! 
 

Ask potential team member: 
(If she put a C or D, but you are impressed with her)--With the proper training, could you ever 
see yourself doing what I did tonight? 

 
(If she put a B)--What was it about tonight that intrigued you to think about Mary Kay 
for yourself? (Find out her why!) And book her for a coffee talk. 

 
--What questions or concerns would you have about getting started TODAY? 

 
This is where you will get objections 

(An objection is simply a question disguised) 
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OVERCOMING OBJECTIONS 
If you can learn to overcome objections, you are likely to sign a new team member walking away 

with AIP!!! 95% of all objections are wrapped up in these 6 statements. 

 

1. I am just too busy! 
Question: If I can teach you how to make $200 a week working only 3 hours a week, could you 
find 3 hours? OR Ask her about her current schedule for a week and suggest some times maybe 
she could plug MK in to some slots. (We sprinkle Mary Kay into our everyday lives!) 

 
2. I’m just not the sales type! 
Question: Great! Would you believe that 90% of Mary Kay women aren’t the sales type? We 
look for women that can simply teach other women how to feel better about themselves through 
skin care and makeup…or even by sharing this incredible opportunity and impacting their lives! 
Would you agree that every women buys skin care and makeup from somewhere? Why not buy 
the #1 bestselling product from you. 
I believe now days, we don’t get service like we should, and b/c you will provide a great service 
to your customers, they will even have another reason to buy from you! *If you are concerned 
about being pushy, would you agree that women wouldn’t want to come back to us for more if 
we had that approach? I love providing great service to women! 

 
3. I really need to talk to my family or husband! 
Question: Great! What do you think your husband will say? Great…why don’t we go ahead and fill 
out your agreement and if for some reason he has any questions, I will be more than happy to 
answer them, and then if he still says no, then we can tear up your agreement and you can remain 
a great hostess. 

 
4. I don’t know that many people! 
Question: Do you know 1 person that could be a face for you? If I can teach you how to turn 1 
person into all the other people you will ever need to know…would you be willing to learn? 

 
5.  I don’t have the money! 
Question: Do you have access to a credit card? OR If I can show you how to earn $100 in 2 
weeks, could you find someone that can help you get started? Do you know 2 people who love 
and believe in your $50 worth or 4 people who believe in you $25 worth? 

 
6. Just not now…not a good time! 
Question: If you were to try Mary Kay, what would be your reason? (Find out their why and 
overcome their objection). If I promise to hold your hand and teach you how to do this, what 
would keep you from getting started today? Offer a signing bonus! 

 
The key thing is once you have overcome the objection…don’t stop there! 

Ask: “Is there any reason why we can’t get you started today?” 
Isn’t it worth making the time to BOOK AND COACH in order to SELL AND RECRUIT?! 
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